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 COMPARATIVE POLITICS: A COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH

 HERBERT J. SPIRO
 Amherst College

 This is a tentative outline of a systematic
 and comprehensive approach to the study of
 politics. Part I gives the method. Part II
 indicates some advantages of the approach.
 Part III anticipates likely objections to it.
 And Part IV suggests some applications. My
 purpose in presenting the paper in its present
 form is to encourage my colleagues to consider
 this approach and, if they find it potentially
 useful, to contribute to its refinement through
 criticism.' As David Easton said in his "Ap-
 proach to the Analysis of Political Systems,"2
 I know "I run the definite risk that the mean-
 ing and implications of this point of view may
 be only superficially communicated; but it is
 a risk I shall have to undertake since I do not
 know how to avoid it sensibly."

 I

 Politics is the process by which a community
 deals with its problems. A community exists
 among people who are aware of pursuing com-
 mon goals.3 Problems are obstacles perceived on
 the road toward goals. Problems must therefore
 be recognized in order to become politically
 relevant or alive. But recognition of a problem
 by itself does not lead to the generation of
 politics about it. When there is complete
 consensus in the community on the solution of
 a problem, after it has been recognized, no
 politics concerning the problem takes place. In
 this sense, a community whose members always
 agree on solutions to their problems is not a
 political system. Since there are few (if any)
 such communities, most communities are
 political systems. In almost all communities,
 disagreements occur. Disagreements present
 issues. A political system, therefore, is a com-
 munity that is processing its issues. While the
 basic prerequisite for community is consensus,
 though minimally only on common goals
 (which may be negative, like prevention of the
 extermination of the community of mankind),

 I I am already indebted for very helpful cri-
 tiques to V. 0. Key, Jr., Harvey C. Mansfield,
 Franklin L. Ford, Harry Eckstein, and especially
 Duncan MacRae, Jr.

 2 World Politics, Vol. 9 (April 1957).
 3 This does not imply a "progressive" as

 distinguished from a "conservative" bias, since
 the goals may include maintenance of the status
 quo.

 the basic prerequisite for a political system is
 dissensus. Politics arises out of disagreements
 within a network, wide or narrow, loose or
 tight, of agreement. (17-27)4

 A problem enters politics once members of
 the community recognize it and disagree about
 it. A problem leaves politics when it has been
 "solved" and this solution has been recognized.
 Between the beginning and end of this process,
 the issue(s) generated by a problem passes
 through four phases of the "flow of policy":
 (1) formulation of the issue, (2) deliberation,
 (3) resolution, and (4) solution of the problem.
 Since problems are obstacles on the road to
 goals, disagreements may be about the sub-
 stance of the goals or the procedures used to
 approach them. (363-372) In either case, the
 issue may be perceived as involving a long-
 term, fundamental matter or a short-term,
 circumstantial matter. (211-213)1 A political
 system may be described, and two or more
 systems may be compared, by "plotting" the
 incidence of issues with reference to two inter-
 secting axes. The vertical axis runs from the
 procedural to the substantive extreme, the
 horizontal from the fundamental to the circum-
 stantial. (Figure 1)

 In every political system, some issues arise
 under each of the four combinations. (I) Fun-
 damental procedural issues are generated by
 problems arising out of the goal of stability, i.e.,
 by constitutional problems. (II) Procedural
 circumstantial issues are generated by problems
 arising out of the goal of flexibility, i.e., typi-
 cally by economic problems in modern or
 modernizing communities. (III) Circumstantial
 substantive issues are generated by problems
 arising out of the goal of efficiency, i.e., by
 power problems. (IV) And substantive funda-
 mental issues are generated by problems arising
 out of the goal of effectiveness, i.e., by cultural
 problems.

 4 Numbers in parentheses refer to pages in my
 Government by Constitution: The Political Systems
 of Democracy (New York, 1959), where the
 concepts used in this paper were put to work
 in a less systematic fashion, and which contains
 many concrete illustrations that could not be in-
 cluded here.

 6 This distinction is not meant to suggest that
 issues about fundamentals are more important
 than those about circumstantial.
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 FIGURE 1. Diagram of system issues.

 The relative success of political systems (or
 of one system at different times) can be gauged
 by the degree to which they manage to sustain
 a dynamic equilibrium among the four basic
 goals. (41-42) If problems are thought of as the
 input and solutions the output of the political
 system, efficiency measures the output-input
 ratio. If the system solves none of its problems,
 it will fail. But the problems it recognizes for
 processing, the process itself, and the solutions
 also have to be considered effective, or accept-
 able, by at least those members whose opposi-
 tion could put an end to the system. At least
 some procedures used for the handling of
 problems have to remain stable over time,
 otherwise the system will lose its identity
 vis-a-vis itself and its basic goals.6 But both
 procedures and even more the policies (or
 solutions) worked out within these procedures
 have to be sufficiently flexible to adjust to
 changes in the content of the community's
 problems; otherwise stagnation will set in.

 I This should not be confused with substantive
 "boundary maintenance"; a political system may
 be stable even though its scope and membership
 fluctuate, that is, expand, contract, and overlap
 or merge with those of other systems preoccupied
 with the solution of similar or different problems.
 See also p. 595 below.

 Stability and effectiveness are concerned with
 the long run; flexibility and efficiency with the
 short run. Each of these basic goals needs to be
 balanced by its temporal opposite. Stability
 and flexibility are concerned with the methods
 used for handling issues; effectiveness and
 efficiency with the content of problems and their
 solutions. Each procedural goal should be
 balanced by its substantive opposite.

 None of the four basic goals by itself is
 sufficient for the success of a political system.
 Exclusive concern with stability is shown by
 legalistic attempts to foreorder the entire fu-
 ture by means of comprehensive, detailed, and
 consistent regulation. (211-236) This is de-
 signed to preclude the need for any future
 choices, to prevent changes in values or goals,
 and to keep efficiency at its current level, since
 no novel substantive problems will be allowed
 to come up. The final goal pursued here is a
 kind of regimented bureaucratism. Members of
 a more or less well balanced political system
 who are overly committed to bringing about
 stability only will raise a disproportionate num-
 ber of issues under (I). Their political style is
 legalistic. The style of the subsystem of these
 members could be described graphically as in
 Figure 2.

 Exclusive concern with flexibility is the
 temporal antithesis of legalism. (182, 189)
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 Legalism Violence

 FIGURE 2. Subsystem distortion, I. FIGURE 4. Subsystem distortion, III.

 Here the desire is to keep opportunities for
 change permanently open. Constancy in goals
 would consequently become impossible, and
 policies would fail because of inability to sus-
 tain them long enough to solve the problems
 to which they were addressed. Even the pro-
 cedures of politics would be altered in response
 to changes in the problems currently considered
 most pressing. Anarchy would be the logical
 end result. Members overly interested in
 flexibility will raise a disproportinate number of
 issues under (II). Their style is pragmatic.
 (Figure 3)

 Exclusive concern with efficiency results
 from the desire to achieve nothing but the
 immediate solution of current problems. (179-
 180, 186-187) It manifests itself in technocratic
 focussing on the substance of problems, as these
 happen to be perceived at the moment, in order
 to bring available power and other resources to
 bear on them at once. What participants desire
 is quick solutions-regardless of the means
 used, of alternative policies that may have
 been suggested, or of the effectiveness of these
 solutions in terms of goals other than pure
 short-run efficiency. The end result of imposi-
 tion of its rule by an efficiency-minded group
 would be a kind of technocratic totalitarian-
 ism. Such persons will raise a disproportionate
 number of issues under (III). Since they are
 concerned only with the application of power
 to the solution of problems, their political style
 in its extreme form is violent. (Figure 4)

 Exclusive concern with effectiveness is the
 temporal opposite of violence. (194-210) It
 would seek to imprison the whole community
 in the rubrics of one ruling ideology. Ideological
 motivation would shape the recognition of

 Pragmatism

 FIGURE 3. Subsystem distortion, II.

 problems and the formulation of issues, re-
 gardless of "objective" needs. All policy is put
 in the service of the long-run substantive goals
 to which the ideology is committed, so that
 nothing that deviates from it can remain stable,
 nor can adjustments be made to changes
 within, or in the environment of, the system,
 unless the ideology itself dictates these changes.
 Theocracy or "hierocracy," in which a fanatical
 intelligentsia, secular or spiritual, ruled would
 be the result of victory by a group committed
 to the exclusive pursuit of effectiveness. Mem-
 bers of a more or less balanced political system
 who have this kind of commitment will raise
 an inordinate number of issues under (IV).
 Their style is ideological. (Figure 5)

 The style of a successful political system, in
 which tensions due to pursuit of the four basic
 goals bring about a dynamic equilibrium, could
 be described by Figure 6. It also relates the
 political process, i.e., the four phases of the flow
 of policy, to basic goals and to types of issues
 and problems. A system is most successful
 when issues cluster around the intersection of
 the procedural-substantive and fundamental-
 circumstantial axes. This central clustering
 will happen, not because of the content of the
 problems dealt with, but because of the equilib-
 rium described above. This in turn is related
 to the particular sequence in which each of the
 four phases of the political process proceeds
 from one to another of the basic goals.

 A problem is recognized for issue formulation
 when fundamental substantive goals, i.e., the
 effectiveness of the system and its policies, call
 for its solution. Cultural values, in the broad
 sense, lead to recognition of discrepancies be-
 tween goals and current conditions. But the

 Ideologism

 FIGURE 5. Subsystem distortion, IV.
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 FIGURE 6. Diagram of system in dynamic equilibrium.

 particular formulation that the issue receives is
 shaped by the fundamental procedures in use.
 If there is disagreement on recognition of the
 problem and/or its proper solution, this is due
 to differences in the fundamental substantive
 goals of members. But the form in which the
 resultant issue is stated-two or three alterna-
 tive solutions, clear or vague differentiation,
 etc.-is shaped by the "constitution," and the
 fact that it is so shaped gives, and is usually
 designed to give, stability to the system, re-
 gardless of the content of all the various issues
 that have to be dealt with. (164-177)

 Deliberation consists of the consideration of
 alternative solutions to a problem. The alterna-
 tives, having already been formulated, are now
 examined in the light of the need to adjust to
 changes inside the system and in its environ-
 ment. (239-257) Without realistic considera-
 tion of these changes, deliberation would be
 meaningless, and the solution would be un-
 satisfactory.

 Deliberation normally leads to resolution,
 that is, the narrowing down of alternatives and
 the final selection of one policy. Resolution
 might be called "the big decision," since the
 word decide means to cut off-in this case, to
 cut off deliberation. (258-269) But one should
 not identify resolution alone with decsiion,

 because the whole political process consists of a
 sequence of decisions: what problems to recog-
 nize, how to formulate the issues, how to delib-
 erate and resolve, what resources to use in
 solution, and many more decisions. While the
 formulation of the issue involves fundamentals,
 its resolution involves short-term considera-
 tions. Resolution is always addressed to the
 problem as it appears at the moment delibera-
 tion is cut off. It need therefore not be final,
 because changes can always be made during
 the phase of solution. In fact, resolution rarely
 is final, and only rigid adherents of the mechan-
 ical doctrine of the separation of powers believe
 that the legislature deliberates and resolves,
 and then the exceutive puts this resolution into
 effect. (12-13) Actually, "the executive," and
 whoever else participates in the final phase of
 the political process, often introduces new, or
 re-introduces old, alternative solutions to the
 problem. In any case, the resolution of the
 deliberated issue directs flexibility toward
 efficiency. While constitutional and economic
 considerations normally play important roles
 in the course of deliberation, economic and
 power considerations do so during resolution.
 And while an excess of constitutional regulation
 may prevent an optimal weighing of alterna-
 tives, a lack of available power or other re-
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 sources may lead to inability to arrive at
 resolution of the issue.

 The phase of solution deals with the sub-
 stance of a problem, bringing to bear short-run
 power for the achievement of the community's
 long-run goals. Solution of a problem normally
 removes the goal on the road toward which the
 problem was an obstacle. Once an economy
 with millions of unemployed has achieved
 stable full employment, this achievement
 ceases to be a goal, though the maintenance of
 full employment may continue as a goal of
 lesser importance. In a successful system,
 solution links efficiency to effectiveness and
 thereby clears the channels of politics for the
 recognition and processing of new problems
 that are obstacles on the road to new goals.

 Formulation, deliberation, resolution, and
 solution are called phases rather than stages or
 departments of the political process or, pref-
 erably, of the flow of policy, in order to em-
 phasize that they usually overlap. In an emer-
 gency, for example, all four may be compressed
 into a matter of moments. (269-273) More-
 over, political systems differ with respect to
 the relative importance of the four phases and
 the basic goals that are given strongest con-
 sideration in each phase. For example, a
 system with a very legalistic style might devote
 most of its politics to the concoction of "artifi-
 cial" constitutional issues and their very ab-
 stract deliberation, without ever arriving at
 their resolution or the solution of its "real"
 problems. Or a system of very violent style
 might concentrate its politics on the quick
 resolution of conflicts between various armed
 organizations and the efficient solution of these
 problems, to the complete neglect of consider-
 ing alternative solutions and formulating other
 issues about different problems. In the Fourth
 Republic, French politics was preoccupied with
 formulation and deliberation, to the neglect of
 resolution and solution. In the Fifth Republic,
 this emphasis has been reversed.

 The style of a political system at any one
 time is rarely as one-sided as in the preceding
 examples of legalism and violence. Combina-
 tions with a double or triple emphasis are more

 Legalistic
 Pragmatism

 FIGURE 7. Combination styles, A.

 Pragmatic
 Violence

 FIGURE 8. Combination styles, B.

 common; for example, legalistic pragmatism,
 as often displayed in American constitutional
 litigation (Figure 7); pragmatic violence, as
 among the criminal underworld (Figure 8);
 ideological legalism, as in Calvin's Geneva; or
 alternating pragmatic and ideological violence,
 as in the Soviet Union (Figure 9). A
 triple emphasis of this kind cannot describe the
 style of a system at one moment, because
 ideologism and pragmatism are true opposites,
 as are legalism and violence. Triple emphasis is
 therefore more likely to describe style over
 time, when radical oscillations occur, e.g., from
 ideologically motivated to pragmatically mo-
 tivated violence. However, simultaneous con-
 cern with stability and efficiency, or with
 flexibility and effectiveness, is possible when
 the issues of politics are clustered around the
 intersection of the two axes: for example, when
 the problem is jay-walking and the issue is
 means of enforcement, arguments about legal-
 ity (not legalistic arguments) and the avail-
 ability of traffic cops can be adduced simul-
 taneously without calling for a description of
 style as violently legalistic. Or when the issue
 arises out of the problem of dowries in a mod-
 ernizing community, arguments about cul-
 tural values and the distribution of income may
 be raised in the course of pushing this problem
 closer toward solution, without making the
 style ideologically pragmatic.

 The greater the incidence of issues away from
 the central intersection, the weaker is consen-
 sus on those of the basic goals near which the
 issues cluster, and the more pathological is the

 Pragmatic
 and

 Ideological
 Violence

 FIGURE 9. Combination styles, C.
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 FIGURE 10. Judicial and business firm systems.

 style in that particular direction. For example,
 when the most important issues revolve around
 the constitutional document itself-constant
 proposals for its amendment, discussions of its
 internal consistency, of its effectiveness, of its
 adequacy to solve the problems different mem-
 bers consider most pressing-if indeed this
 preoccupation with the constitution leads to
 the formulation of artificial issues, then con-
 sensus is obviously weakest on the content of
 the goal of stability, and style is legalistic.

 For most subsystems, this kind of pre-
 occupation with only one or two of the four
 basic goals is normal. The judiciary, for ex-
 ample, and parts of the bureaucracy are
 subsystems more concerned with stability than
 with anything else. (276-297) Both the internal
 style of these subsystems and their contribu-
 tions to the style of the system of which they
 are parts will tend more toward legalism than
 toward the other three styles. However, a
 detail of their square, Figure 6 (I), shows that
 their concern with stability also has aspects of
 flexibility, efficiency, and effectiveness; and
 that, while the two phases of the central policy
 flow to which they mainly contribute-formu-
 lation and deliberation-deal typically with
 the constitutional aspects of problems, these
 constitutional aspects have to be looked at
 from the "purely" constitutional, the constitu-
 tional-economic, the constitutional-power, and
 the constitutional-cultural points of view.
 (Figure 10)

 Similar details for the other squares would
 show major preoccupation with flexibility on

 the part of, say, a business firm during a
 period of great economic growth, Figure 10
 (II), with efficiency on the part of, say, the
 military in some Latin American country,
 Figure 6 (III), and with effectiveness on the
 part of, say, "ideologues," propagandists, or
 public relations agents of a certain type, Figure
 6 (IV).

 Useful comparisons can be made by examin-
 ing the internal political style of similar sub-
 systems or groups of political personnel in
 different systems; e.g., the governments of
 Paris and Stockholm, Coca Cola distributors
 in various countries, the general staff corps of
 France and Germany, or of Weimar and Fed-
 eral Germany, different firms in the American
 electrical industry, or the top newspapers of
 several states. This kind of comparison would
 show, among other things, that the sources of
 authority of the personnel of these subsystems
 vary from one system to the next, and do so
 even more within any single political system.
 If authority is considered a kind of "additive"
 to central decisions, which leads those who are
 exposed to the consequences of these decisions
 to accept them, then the sources of authority
 can be classified in the same way as issues and
 consensus. (372-379) For instance, military
 heroes have authority among the military as a
 result of substantive circumstantial achieve-
 ments, like a general's victories. Some saints
 have authority among communicants of their
 religion as a result of more fundamental sub-
 stantive claims, such as visions of the deity,
 performance of miracles, or stigmata. The
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 Supreme Court of the United States enjoys
 authority among the legal profession and other
 Americans because it is identified with the
 fundamental procedures of the legal profession
 and of the Constitution. (282-286) Medical
 researchers like Dr. Jonas Salk enjoy authority
 among the public because they have addressed
 their innovating methods to the successful
 solution of current medical problems. I am
 willing to take the prescriptions my general
 practitioner issues to me and I regard him as
 an authority on my ills, because he has solved
 my medical problems before and because I
 know him to have been certified by meeting a
 combination of procedural and substantive
 requirements.

 These are examples of authority in various
 types of subsystems. Of greater interest are the
 sources of authority of contributors to the
 central flow of policy. In a successful system,
 these sources vary with the phase(s) of the
 political process in which particular contribu-
 tors are chiefly involved. To illustrate this, we
 can take the American problem of the costs of
 medical care. In Figure 11, each of the four
 phases of the policy flow is further broken
 down into two sub-phases, one on either side of
 the axis passing through it. The recognized
 problem is brought to public attention and (1)
 formulated as a substantive issue by leaders of
 affected interest groups, that is, subcommu-
 nities whose members are aware (or are being
 made aware) of having special goals and prob-
 lems in common. Among these are leaders of
 underprivileged minority groups, of labor
 unions, of the medical profession. The issue is
 then (2) formulated in such a form that it can
 be deliberated upon, given the constitution of
 the system, in this case the fundamental pro-
 cedures of politics in the United States. In this
 phase, legal advisers to the groups involved
 make their contributions, and other lawyers
 and the courts may also participate, e.g., if
 constitutional test cases are initiated. Some of
 the issues arising out of the general problem are

 Procedural

 Fdtl Circ

 1 6

 8 7

 Subst

 FIGURE 11. Sub phases in the policy flow.

 formulated by the political parties, e.g., through
 inclusion of planks in their platforms, and by
 other national politicians through introduction
 of legislation, e.g., to change social security
 laws. These issues are (3) deliberated upon in
 the Congress and, occasionally, by Congres-
 sional politicians, the President, and others
 outside the Congress, e.g., in public debates
 and on television interviews. Next, (4) deliber-
 ation begins to be carried on by increasingly
 less "constitutional," more interest-oriented
 figures, like negotiating agents for the various
 groups involved, perhaps with the advice of
 economists and business consultants. The issue
 will come closer to (5) resolution, perhaps after
 further litigation, as a result of successful
 negotiation between the antagonists, or
 through Congressional action. In Switzerland,
 a referendum might bring resolution at this
 point. (6) Substantive resolution can also be
 accomplished through threats or the use of
 force, as in strikes or violent clashes between
 doctors' and patients' organizations and the
 police. Here men whose authority comes
 largely from substantive and circumstantial
 sources would be in charge. After resolution of
 the issue, (7) solution begins with participation
 of government and private administrators, like
 the Surgeon General, hospital administrators,
 Blue Cross officials, Social Security civil ser-
 vants. Finally, (8) the original problem is
 solved and thereby removed close to the "low"
 or "grassroots" levels at which it was first
 recognized through the actions of doctors and
 patients and subordinate bureaucrats who
 operate the system that has been set up more
 or less in keeping with the resolution of the
 issue. The authority of these people is derived
 from their identification (which may be a new
 product of the earlier phases of the process)
 with the substantive fundamentals of the
 community.

 In an unbalanced system, on the other hand,
 sources of authority will be out of keeping with
 the particular phase of the policy flow to which
 participants contribute. For example, in sub-
 phase 3 of deliberation, which calls for author-
 ity coming from identification with funda-
 mental procedures, practicing physicians and
 "experienced patients" may be the main actors.
 Or in subphase 7 of solution, which calls for
 authority based on experience with administra-
 tive and medical organization, the bargaining
 agents of medical associations or labor unions
 may play the most important role. In either
 case, the success of the system in its handling of
 this problem would suffer. The mishap in
 subphase 3 might be an indication of ideological
 style. The malfunction in subphase 7 would
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 suggest pragmatic style. If mob leaders or the
 police had to get involved in subphase 2 of
 formulation, this would be a manifestation of
 violent style. If constitutional lawyers opened
 new issues in the course of subphase 7 of
 solution, the system would be suffering from
 undue legalism.

 Perfect equilibrium among the four basic
 goals is hard if not impossible to achieve and it
 would not be desirable to insure success except
 under very rare conditions. Members of any
 non-stagnant political system change their
 estimates of the most important problems it
 faces. If they start, for example, by considering
 solution of the problem of independence from
 outside rule most important, as colonial in-
 dependence movements have, the initial style
 of the system may be more or less violently

 Stability Flexibility

 * ~~~~~(2)

 (3)

 (2)

 Effectiveness Efficiency

 FIGURE 13. Anti-Nazi resistance movement.

 ideological. Once independence is achieved,
 leaders identified with solution of the problem
 of colonialism will be regarded as most author-
 itative in all phases of the political process. If
 the independence movement develops success-
 fully into a new political system, its style will
 add elements of pragmatism and legalism, as
 concern shifts to flexibility and stability, the
 original problem having been solved efficiently
 and effectively, i.e., in an acceptable fashion.
 In this kind of development, the phase of
 deliberation would be last to receive the back-
 ing of a firm consensus. (Figure 12) Consensus
 would initially be strongest on solution to the
 poorly formulated, undeliberated, and there-
 fore technically "non-resolved" independence
 problem. But this would be true only within
 the movement, since between it and the colo-
 nial power this would be precisely the area of
 greatest disagreement, leading to ideologism
 and violence in the larger system and, eventu-
 ally, to its breaking apart.

 On the other hand, a subsystem that starts
 off with an exclusive pursuit of stability, per-
 haps out of opposition to an efficiency-oriented
 totalitarianism, (1) will have an initially
 legalistic style; (2) slowly pay greater attention
 to the twin needs of flexibility and efective-
 ness; and (3) finally perhaps reach a point
 where it is ready to use violence against the
 totalitarian regime to solve its own crucial
 problem. The German resistance to Hitler
 seems to have followed this pattern. (Figure 13)
 Its members began by discussing the legality of
 resistance to the tyrant (and drafted a new
 constitution for the Reich), then constructed
 an ideology of resistance on this foundation of
 constitutionality, considered how to adjust
 their tactical plans to Hitler's operating pro-
 cedures, and finally-after several unsuccessful

 Stability Flexibility

 Effectiveness Efciency

 FIGURE 14. Nazi suppression of resistance.
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 attempts on his life-set off the bomb in his
 headquarters on July 20, 1944.

 After failure of this plot, the Nazi regime's
 reactions followed the reverse order, though
 this development occurred much more quickly.
 The first reaction (1) was brutally violent. It
 then became somewhat more pragmatic in the
 sense that temporary concessions were made
 where this seemed expedient, e.g., concerning
 executions. At the same time, (2) the existing
 anti-resistance ideology was quickly elabo-
 rated. Finally, (3) the surviving major con-
 spirators were tried by a special people's
 court, so that their execution could be pre-
 sented as "legal" to the public. A diagrammatic
 presentation would look like Figure 13, except
 that the movement starts in (III), not (I), and
 that final arrows from (III) to (I) would be
 much farther away from the central intersec-
 tion. (Figure 14)

 This comparison of the resistance to Hitler
 and its repression by the Nazis might suggest
 that the development patterns of these two or
 any political (sub)systems are considered of
 equal value or, indeed, that this method of com-
 parison pretended to be wertfrei. It does not,
 for two related reasons. In the first place, the
 purpose of comparison is to evaluate the rela-
 tive success of political systems, success having
 been defined as a dynamic equilibrium among
 the four basic goals. Success was not defined
 with reference to the achievement of the always
 necessarily transient substantive goals of politi-
 cal systems. However, this criterion of success
 may be considered unsatisfactory because, for
 example, we might at least conceive of an
 ideologically violent totalitarianism that man-
 ages to indoctrinate its population so
 thoroughly in its ideology that it retains
 sufficient stability and flexibility to remain
 effective. No totalitarianism has in fact so far
 "succeeded" in this sense. On the contrary, the
 more successful ones are precisely those that
 moved away from an exclusively substantive
 to an increasingly procedural emphasis in both
 consensus and sources of authority. This objec-
 tion is, nevertheless, well taken, and the norma-
 tive assumptions underlying this approach can
 be made explicit. (30-42)

 In the first instance, or in the last instance,
 or in both, it is individual human beings who
 recognize the problems that make up the raw
 material of politics, because these human
 beings are working toward goals: in the first
 instance, when individuals deliberately come
 together, as in modern interest organizations;
 in the last, when collectivism is at least alleged
 to serve the end goal of greater individualism,
 as according to Marx ("the free development

 of each . . . "). Human beings are distinguished
 from the rest of creation (or "existence") by
 their presumed capacity to work deliberately
 toward perceived goals. What distinguishes
 them even more is their capacity to invent new
 goals, e.g., when old ones have been reached.
 In this respect, human beings, or our under-
 standing of ourselves, resemble political sys-
 tems (more than our understanding of political
 systems resembles our understanding of human
 beings, since the differentiated functioning of
 political systems is much more open to analysis
 than that of individual persons). (28-29)

 The individual, as a personality system, also
 pursues the basic goals of stability, flexibility,
 efficiency, and effectiveness, in terms of his
 own built-in or acquired substantive values. He
 or she also has to maintain a dynamic balance
 in the pursuit of these basic goals. The develop-
 ment of the behavior style of infants or older
 persons could be described in the terms used
 here for political systems. (366-367) Because
 there is general agreement that human beings
 are capable of forging new goals for themselves
 and of working toward their goals, broad con-
 sensus might also be reached on the desirability
 of providing individuals with optimum oppor-
 tunities for "realizing themselves" in this
 sense. The norm of individual responsibility
 could serve as the highest common normative
 denominator for the two antagonistic camps of
 the Cold War, and others, at least philosophi-
 cally.7 This norm demands that individuals
 should be given opportunities to contribute to
 those central decisions whose consequences will
 affect themselves; and that their capacity to
 contribute to such decisions should be propor-
 tionate to the extent of their exposure to the
 consequences. The balance between opportu-
 nity to contribute andexposureto consequences
 describes the individual's situation of respon-
 sibility. To be in a sound situation of respon-
 sibility, one should be provided by the political
 system with four ingredients: (1) foreknowledge
 of the probable consequences of one's decisions;
 (2) choice among alternative courses of action;
 (3) resources with which to realize the choice;
 and (4) purpose or commitment on the part of
 the system to the norm of responsibility itself.8

 7 See my "Responsibility and the Goal of
 Survival," Responsibility: Nomos III (New York,
 1960), pp. 290-303.

 8 For an earlier application of the norm of re-

 sponsibility, see my "Co-Determination in Ger-
 many," this REVIEW, Vol. 48 (December 1954),

 pp. 1114-1127. "Purpose" has been added as a
 fourth ingredient since then, for reasons that may
 be apparent.
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 FIGURE 15. Prerequisites of
 individual responsibility.

 Without foreknowledge, one's situation in the
 political system would lack stability; without
 choice, it would lack flexibility. Without re-
 sources, the problems arising out of one's
 membership could not be dealt with efficiently;
 and without the system's commitment to the
 goal of responsibility, its pursuit by the indi-
 vidual would be thwarted even if the other
 three ingredients are provided. Knowledge and
 choice are matters of procedure; resources and
 purpose are matters of substance. Foreknowl-
 edge and purpose relate to fundamental goals,
 choice and resources to circumstantial prob-
 lems. (Figure 15) The pathological systems
 described by Figures 2 to 5 and 7 to 9 would,
 each in a different way, unbalance their mem-
 bers' capacity to pursue self-realization, that
 is, to achieve a sound situation of responsibility,
 by putting one or more of its four ingredients
 beyond their reach. For this reason, disequilib-
 rium and pathological style can also be criti-
 cized systematically from a normative stand-
 point.

 II

 Table I shows relations between various
 dimensions of this approach. The approach
 makes possible systematic comparison by al-
 lowing the same aspects of any two or more
 political systems, empirical or normative, to be
 "plotted" in systematic comparison to one
 another. Issues are taken as the basic data of
 politics. Their incidence can be plotted com-
 paratively with reference to the two coordi-
 nates, Substantive-Procedural and Fundamen-
 tal-Circumstantial. These in turn are related to
 the basic goals of any system, balance between
 which serves as a criterion of success and, at
 the level of the individual, of normative judg-
 ment. Political style and sources of authority
 can each be described systematically and in
 relation to one another. Style and authority
 can also be related systematically to the politi-
 cal process and the personnel of politics. (276-
 297) The approach also offers a tool for the
 comparative study of political development of
 systems and subsystems, in relation to their
 problems, issues, consensus, sources of author-
 ity, types of personnel, and the political
 process. It also provides a descriptive pathol-
 ogy of politics. So far, systematic description
 is the main use of this approach. Without sys-
 tematic description, comparison is difficult.
 Without sound comparisons, explanations are
 impossible.

 While systematic comparison is its main
 advantage, the method may also have some
 other merits. Among these is avoidance of any
 artificial compartmentalization of one and the
 same system into "polity," "society," "econ-
 omy," "culture," etc. To be sure, any system
 studied by political scientists has all these

 TABLE I RELATIONSHIPS AMONG SYSTEM DIMENSIONS

 Policy Flow Policy Flow Coordinates Basic Goal Problem Style Situation of
 Sub-Phase Phase Coriae ai ol PolmSye Responsibility
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 aspects, and sociologists, economists, anthro-
 pologists, and other "social" scientists have
 developed their own methods for studying these
 aspects. The approach outlined here would
 rely heavily upon application of these methods.
 For example, when we want to compare the
 efficiency of two systems, we would turn to
 economics, which is better qualified than any
 other "policy science" to relate output to input.
 Sociologists would be best qualified to study,
 among other things, consensus, especially cul-
 tural. The several component disciplines of
 political science similarly have their specialized
 contributions to make. For example, historians
 of political philosophy are better qualified than
 anyone else to study the evolution of consensus
 on fundamentals for periods for which few
 primary sociological data are available. (And,
 incidentally, our diagram, divided into sixteen
 squares, provides a convenient scheme for
 classifying political philosophies.) Jurispru-
 dence and, in the United States, constitutional
 law are the disciplines best suited for the
 study of procedural fundamentals. Different
 "schools" of administration, both public and
 business, are well qualified to compare systems
 with regard to their stability and efficiency.
 Psychologists, in addition to providing insights
 into the decision process,9 may be most helpful
 in comparing the flexibility of systems. Stu-
 dents of communications are well qualified to
 study the flow of policy as it affects consensus,
 And so forth. But compartmentalization among
 these several disciplines should be avoided and,
 consequently, the tendency to think of the
 objects of their study as separate entities
 having an existence apart from one another.
 Any system studied by political science has all
 these aspects, but what makes it a political
 system is the processing, by means of certain
 procedures, of issues arising out of common
 problems that are obstacles on the road to
 goals. The procedures are applied to the whole
 range of problems faced-economic, power,
 cultural, constitutional, and others. Each of
 these problem areas provides the data for the
 several specialized disciplines. As soon as these
 problems are converted into issues and intro-
 duced into the flow of policy, they are, as it
 were, raised from the rock-bottom level of
 givenness, and the community that so raises
 them is a political system. If no problems are

 9 "Decision-making" was deliberately avoided,
 because the phrase is redundant: a decision is
 not a decision unless it has been made. By speak-
 ing of decision-making we suggest repeated cut-
 offs between successive but "separated" powers
 or functions and thereby deny the fluid continuity
 of the political process.

 raised in this sense by an otherwise apparently
 somehow coherent aggregate of human beings,
 these people do not constitute a political sys-
 tem, except perhaps in the case of a very
 primitive and therefore pre-political communi-
 ty, unaware of its problems, its capacity to do
 something about them, and the feasibility of
 inventing new goals.

 Just as this method avoids system compart-
 mentalization, so it also avoids mechanical
 compartmentalization of functions, like legisla-
 tion, execution, and adjudication, or policy-
 making and implementation. Another advan-
 tage is the more systematic and symmetrical
 relation in this approach between functions and
 the other dimensions of comparison-more
 than, e.g., the four input and three output
 functions (of the American separation of
 powers) of Almond's method, or the seven
 categories of functional analysis advanced by
 Lasswell.'0 The latter, incidentally, could easily
 be "synchronized" with the eight subphases of
 the political process suggested here.

 This approach, further, broadens the con-
 ventional identification of politics with power,
 mainly by returning to Thomas Hobbes' con-
 ception of power, which was wider than most
 contemporary usage of the term. Two advan-
 tages result. First, this method can be applied
 to any political system, regardless of size or
 scope, instead of being confined, as most cur-
 rent methods still are, to the state as defined by
 Max Weber. Some applications to different
 types of political systems, at different levels,
 will be sketched out below. Secondly, this
 approach facilitates the systematic inclusion in
 comparison of more factors, and more relevant
 factors, than are usually considered.

 Partly because it broadens the conventional
 identification of politics with power, this
 method can offer improvements upon classifi-
 cations like the following: constitutional democ-
 racy and totalitarianism (or autocracy), demo-
 cratic and authoritarian, modern and tradi-
 tional. The first of these pairs is usually defined
 with respect to power: its concentration and
 control, its exercise and scope. Friedrich's
 syndrome of totalitarianism, for example, can-
 not now be put on some kind of a scale that
 would permit the systematic comparison of
 political systems for the purpose of determining
 which are more or less totalitarian, or constitu-

 10 Gabriel A. Almond, "The Functional Ap-
 proach to Comparative Politics," in Almond and
 James S. Coleman, eds., The Politics of the De-
 veloping Areas (Princeton, 1960), p. 17; Harold D.
 Lasswell, The Decision Process (University of
 Maryland, 1956), p. 2.
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 tional, autocratic or democratic." In fact, his
 syndrome might lead to condemning as poten-
 tially totalitarian some new African states as
 soon as they reach a certain level of industrial-
 ization. The method suggested here, by con-
 trast, while taking into account such factors as
 "totality" of control, terror, propaganda, and
 "one-party system," would relate all of these
 systematically to one another and to phasing of
 development, as well as success and the norm of
 responsibility.12 A similar improvement could
 be made upon Eckstein's classification of
 authority patterns into democracy, authoritar-
 ianism, and constitutionalism, in which the
 main variables are "mass" and "elites" par-
 ticipation, choice, transmission of instructions,
 autonomy, and a framework of rules.13 This
 scheme leads Eckstein to consider certain basic
 social relations and governmental functions as
 inherently undemocratic and authoritarian.
 For instance, if one condition of governmental
 democracy is "that elections must decide, in
 some basic way, the outcome of the competi-
 tion for power and policies,"''4 then evidently
 there cannot be a high degree of congruence
 between this governmental authority pattern
 and the social authority pattern of relations
 between children and their parents. But the
 suggestion that, if the latter is not democratic,
 it therefore tends toward authoritarianism,
 with a greater or lesser admixture of social
 equivalents of constitutionalism, hardly helps
 our systematic understanding of the relation
 between governmental and non-governmental
 authority patterns. The method outlined here
 is designed to facilitate the systematic descrip-
 tion and comparison of authority patterns of
 families and other social and political units.

 The various classifications that have been
 used to describe and explain French politics
 are another case in point: the traditionalist,
 bourgeois, and industrial orders; the traditions
 of authority, liberty, and equality; two "geo-

 11 Carl J. Friedrich and Zbigniew K. Brzezinski,
 Totalitarian Dictatorship and Autocracy (Cam-

 bridge, 1956), pp. 9-10.

 12 For a brief effort in this direction, see my
 Politics in Africa: Prospects South of the Sahara

 (Englewood Cliffs, 1962).

 13 Harry Eckstein, A Theory of Stable Democracy
 (Princeton, 1961), p. 7. He calls for formulation
 of "more discriminating," "less ambiguous"
 categories; p. 45.

 14 Ibid., p. 2.

 15 Nicholas Wahl, "The French Political Sys-

 tem," in Beer and Ulam, eds., Patterns of Govern-
 ment: The Major Political Systems of Europe

 (New York, 1958), pp. 216-220.

 logical faults," one caused by the Great Revolu-
 tion, the other by the Industrial Revolution;
 the forces of order and the forces of movement
 (311-314); or the representative and adminis-
 trative traditions.15 Each of these classifica-
 tions, and the interpretation based upon it,
 contains valid insights which, moreover, need
 not contradict each other. For purposes of
 relating the phenomena covered by them to a
 systematic concept of politics, however, and
 for comparing them with similar or different
 but parallel phenomena in other political
 systems, they could easily be "translated" into
 the scheme proposed here.

 Classifications based on the distinction be-
 tween traditional and modern can also be
 refined by means of such a translation, which
 would widen their scope by asking questions
 like these: Is the stability of a traditional
 system more substantive or more procedural?
 Is a modernizing system deliberately recogniz-
 ing new problems, or are these being forced on,
 or into, it? Is its flexibility greater with respect
 to constitutional procedures or technology, the
 production and distribution of goods, or de-
 fense against neighbors? And so forth.

 Perhaps the greatest advantage that can be
 claimed for this approach is a very practical
 one, namely the easy translatability, noted in
 passing, of a wealth of extant material, both
 substantive and methodological, fruits of the
 labor of all the social sciences. To provide this
 easy convertibility was an intended purpose of
 this method. Conversely, the approach could
 be worked out in its present tentative form only
 by building it selectively upon the foundation
 of this wealth of available material. In order to
 put this method to use, no "staggering amount
 of empirical work . . . seems required."18 The
 questions that it asks have already been asked
 of and answered about many political systems
 of all imaginable types, from a variety of small
 groups to the community of mankind. The
 empirical material is ready and waiting to be
 used in a comparative way.

 One other advantage should be mentioned
 before moving on to possible objections. As
 already suggested in references to new and de-
 veloping political systems, e.g., in Africa, this
 scheme is applicable to them. (431-441) In
 other words, it avoids the ethnocentricity of
 some other approaches designed to serve simi-
 lar ends. It especially avoids what might be
 called the "Anglophile fallacy," into which
 many western political scientists fall-for per-
 fectly understandable reasons. (336-344)'7 It

 16 Eckstein, op. cit., p. 46.
 17 This bias was brought to my attention by
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 does not make universally valid criteria out of
 "the two-party system," regular alternation in
 office, a neutral civil service on the current
 British model, or "stable democracy." This
 method avoids the Anglophile fallacy by with-
 drawing our focus from the relatively transitory
 content of the problems faced by particular
 communities in periods of greatest interest to
 ourselves, and resetting our sights upon the
 basic goals that all political systems ever have
 been and will be pursuing. For the same reason
 it also avoids what might be called the "Cold
 War fallacy," into which many students of
 comparative government fall-for even more
 understandable reasons. They look upon all
 governments as either totalitarian or constitu-
 tionalist or somewhere between these two
 poles and tending in one or the other direction.
 They also sometimes convey the impression
 that the "history of all hitherto existing
 society" has been nothing but a determined
 preparation for the Cold War. One can almost
 detect the affinity of opposites between their
 approach and that of their Soviet counterparts.
 The latter assert that Soviet socialism is the
 penultimate manifestation of man's political
 genius. Our western colleagues seem to assume
 that western constitutional democracy is the
 final expression of human political genius.
 However, to the leaders of some of the new
 political systems in Africa, neither of these
 rather self-satisfied and ethnocentric ap-
 proaches will appear very convincing. Nor does
 it to anyone else who retains faith in man's
 political inventiveness.

 III

 Some objections to the approach outlined
 here can perhaps be anticipated. The first of
 these is likely to be directed at the definition of
 community that has been used, because it fails
 to make "the absence or presence of violence as
 a means to settle disputes" the main criterion."8
 For Haas,

 The ideal type of political community . . . as-
 sumes, therefore, that the condition toward which
 the process of integration is to lead is one in which
 a sufficient body of general consensus imposes
 limitations upon the violence of group conflict.19

 Reginald Bartholomew of the University of
 Chicago. For an illustration, see Almond and
 Coleman, op. cit., pp. 52, 533, and passim.

 18 Karl W. Deutsch et al., Political Community
 and the North Atlantic Area (Princeton, 1957),
 cited by Ernst B. Haas, The Uniting of Europe
 (Stanford, 1958), p. xv.

 19 Ibid., p. 6.

 Our notion of community, on the other hand,
 requires as a minimum only awareness of the
 pursuit of common goals, and of members'
 inability to solve alone the problems arising
 out of these goals. In this sense, there is a com-
 munity between the parties to a civil or inter-
 national war, as indeed between the contestants
 in the current Cold War, e.g., with regard to
 the goal of the survival of mankind. Non-
 violence and loyalty to institutions, other com-
 ponents of Haas' definition, were deliberately
 left out of ours, as part of the effort to shift
 attention away from the sovereign state and
 related units. The old focus of attention easily
 leads to a preoccupation with questions of
 "obedience" that seems increasingly anachro-
 nistic. Community in our sense of the word is
 worth studying because there exists within it
 at least some consensus.

 A second objection is likely to be raised
 against failure to make non-violence in the
 settlement of disputes a criterion of the political
 system. All we require of a community to con-
 sider it a political system is that it process its
 issues-regardless of its style, including the
 incidence of violence, regardless even of failures
 to solve its problems. The motive was the same
 as before; e.g., there is a global political system
 and various international political systems
 within it. Most of these may not have been
 very successful, but they do process issues and
 sometimes solve some of their problems. They
 have politics and they are certainly worthy of
 study. Violence is one of several means of con-
 ducting politics and should not be excluded
 from our purview merely because its use for-
 tunately has been reduced and regularized
 within many, and between some, modern
 states-but more in some than in others, which
 again shows the need for including the inci-
 dence of violence in comparisons.

 A third objection may be made to apparent
 neglect of institutions, like presidents, cabinets,
 parliaments, and the like. This omission was
 intentional, in order to avoid fallacious com-
 parisons, e.g., between the United States Con-
 gress and the Swiss Parliament. What matters
 is not the formal function, like legislation,
 assigned to an institution by its name or the
 constitution, but the phases of the flow of
 policy to which the institution and its per-
 sonnel contribute. For example, comparison
 might show that the Swiss Parliament con-
 tributes less to the resolution of major issues
 than the Congress, because in Switzerland
 resolution is often provided by the referendum.
 In the global system, formulation has been
 quite decentralized, except with regard to
 issues dealt with by some of the older special-
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 ized international agencies. So is resolution,
 while at least public deliberation is becoming
 increasingly centralized upon the United Na-
 tions. If we looked first for institutions and
 then asked what functions they performed, we
 would get a less comprehensive and less com-
 parable picture than we do by first identifying
 the political process and then asking which
 subsystems and subcommunities contribute to
 its various phases.

 A fourth objection might be raised against
 our apparent neglect of the role of groups in
 politics. This would, however, be based on a
 misreading of Part I. Communities whose mem-
 bers are aware of sharing special problems in
 common were discussed and are usually de-
 scribed as interest groups. The same is true of
 some of the subsystems discussed above.
 Again, use of the conventional words, including
 "political parties," was avoided on purpose,
 because it easily leads to erroneous universal-
 ization of the familiar, e.g., by projecting the
 American relation between interest organiza-
 tions and parties onto, say, French or Ghanaian
 politics, or by assuming that interest groups
 everywhere are most active in bringing prob-
 lems to the attention of politicians (sub-phase
 1) and then later in helping lower level adminis-
 trators with the solution of their own special
 problems (sub-phase 8), when they may actu-
 ally contribute more to deliberation or to
 resolution.

 A fifth objection might be made to the rela-
 tion between "society" and the political system
 that we are assuming: which is "prior"?
 Society and its institutions are chronologically
 prior in the sense that all deliberately created
 contemporary political systems were superim-
 posed upon pre-existing societies. But these
 political systems often were superimposed pre-
 cisely in order to bring about changes in the
 society or, frequently, the several societies
 comprising them, and in their institutions and
 values. After this kind of change, and to the
 extent that it brought intended or unintended
 results, habits and characteristics convention-
 ally called "social" or "national" become
 effects rather than causes of political style.
 (192-193)

 A sixth but certainly not final objection
 might raise the question of agreement among
 investigators. Even if two students accepted
 this approach, could they not come up with
 quite different descriptions of the same phe-
 nomena, e.g., in the exercise of comparison
 immediately following? That is, could not an
 issue be described as violent by one scholar, and
 as pragmatic by another? This kind of dis-
 agreement should not be possible after further

 refinement of the method, especially with re-
 spect to comparisons. But even if it were un-
 avoidable, the method would still have the
 merit of asking sets of questions that are both
 comprehensive and systematically interrelated.

 IV

 The purpose of systematic comparison is to
 facilitate explanation of differences. Without
 such explanations and the understanding to
 which they contribute, the conduct of respon-
 sible politics is impossible. In this sense, politi-
 cal science can contribute a great deal to the
 foreknowledge required for improvement of
 situations of responsibility. The following illus-
 trations do no more than to sketch some sug-
 gestions of how this approach can be put to
 work to provide explanations.

 A Backward Society and the Village in the
 Vaucluse. The southern Italian village of Mon-
 tegrano analyzed by Banfield seems compa-
 rable to Wylie's Peyrane.20 Banfield quotes
 Hume's saying that an explanation is a place
 where the mind comes to rest.21 He considers
 the moral basis of the society "the strategic, or
 limiting factor."22 This moral basis is the ethos
 of "amoral familism,"

 which has been produced by three factors acting
 in combination: a high death rate, certain land
 tenure conditions, and the absence of the insti-
 tutions of the extended family.23

 Banfield suggests that

 The village of southern France described by
 Wylie . . . exemplifies, perhaps, the adaptation
 the ethos of amoral familism would make to
 improved economic circumstances. The average
 income in Peyrane seems to be at least twice that
 in Montegrano.24

 Wylie, like Banfield, found that the people
 he studied "do not unite to work together for
 any cause... "25 But life is much better in
 Peyrane than in Montegrano. Wylie's explana-
 tion of his community's relative success is also
 strongly centered on the family.

 These two political systems can easily be
 compared in terms of the incidence of issues in
 them. (Figure 16) In internal Montegrano
 politics, (a) stands for a mild anti-clericalism,

 20 Edward C. Banfield, The Moral Basis of a
 Backward Society (Glencoe, 1958); Laurence
 Wylie, Village in the'Vaucluse (Cambridge, 1957).

 21 Banfield, op. cit., p. 10, note 2.
 22 Ibid., p. 163.
 23 Ibid., p. 10.
 24 Ibid., p. 169.
 25 Wylie, op. cit., p. 59.
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 FIGURE 16. Systematic comparisons of issues, A.

 (b) for municipal elections, in which voting
 patterns are unstable and voting motivation
 mainly personal resentment against candi-
 dates, (c) for criminal violence, (d) for litigation,
 of which there is a great deal and (e) for petty
 corruption. In internal Peyrane politics, (a)
 anti-clericalism is a more lively issue, (b) local
 elections revolve around less extreme issues
 than in Montegrano, like the need for a new
 sewage system and public baths, (c) criminal or
 other violence is lacking, as are (d) litigation-
 the men say "homme de loi, homme de merde"26
 -and corruption. The mayor got parents of
 school children to threaten a unanimous school
 boycott (f), in order to put pressure on the
 French Government to provide a new school
 building and, at the same time, to regain local
 electoral support from the Communists, re-
 cently popular as a result of a successful ochre
 miners' strike (g). (A village near Montegrano
 had strikes, but not Montegrano itself.) The
 organization of annual dances presented a
 recurrent issue (h). Opposition between Com-
 munists and Roman Catholics, while not pre-
 cluding occasional alliances in municipal cam-
 paigns, is a sometimes more ideological, some-
 times more pragmatic issue (i). Organization of
 the hunt club and its affiliation with neighbor-
 ing clubs is another hotly debated item (j).

 The main differences between the two sys-
 tems are apparent. In Montegrano, the issues
 are farther from the intersection of the two
 coordinates than in Peyrane, and there are
 fewer issues. The issue formulating phase is
 being performed very poorly in Montegrano.
 In Peyrane, it is being performed very well, at
 least relative to the problems that citizens con-
 sider important. The conduct of a kind of poli-
 tics over questions of dance organization or
 hunt club policies keeps the flow of policy in
 constant circulation and enables it to pick up
 the "truly" political issues when necessary.
 This tends to strengthen procedural consensus

 26 Ibid., p. 182.

 and suggests one intermediate explanation for
 the different success of the two systems: the
 people of Peyrane are more experienced in the
 use of procedures on which they are generally
 agreed. The people of Montegrano are utterly
 inexperienced in the use of any political pro-
 cedures, but if they were experienced, chances
 are they would be in profound disagreement on
 the propriety of whatever procedures they
 were familiar with. This in turn suggests that
 doubling the level of income in Montegrano by
 itself would not make it any more successful
 than it is, because its people are procedurally
 incapable of absorbing this economic improve-
 ment or even recognizing the new problems
 this would raise, and even less capable of solv-
 ing them. We could almost describe Monte-
 grano as a pre-political system, because its
 people are largely unaware of the feasibility of
 doing something about their common prob-
 lems. If we compared Montegrano with an
 economically much more backward African
 tribe which, however, uses old and widely
 popular procedures for settling quarrels or
 allocating land, the Africans would be found
 more successful in operating their political
 system than the Montegranesi, and would
 probably prove more flexible in absorbing
 economic help from the outside.27

 The pattern of external issues differs from
 the internal one, because it is part of the pat-
 tern of the national Italian or French systems,
 of which these villages are only small subsys-
 tems. (Figure 17) The external issues in Mon-
 tegrano are (a) an uncomprehending opposition
 to the outside world which is believed to be
 utterly capricious in its operations as these
 affect the village; (b) party conflicts in national
 politics, on which voting behavior is as erratic
 as in local elections; (c) a slumbering potential
 of anti-state violence of the kind that has
 historically erupted in southern Italian peasant
 uprisings; and (d) relations with the State

 27 See my Politics in Africa, p. 155 and passim.
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 FIGURE 17. Systematic comparisons of issues, B.

 administration, which is concerned almost
 exclusively with the police aspects of its mis-
 sion in Montegrano; and (e) the fear of corrup-
 tion.

 The external issues in Peyrane are (a) a more
 clearly defined feeling of suspicion for les
 autres of the outside world which is, however,
 believed to operate according to fairly rational
 procedures, of which the Peyranais avail them-
 selves in order to get out of the French State
 what they want from it, e.g., in national elec-
 tions (b); (c) the use of organized violence in
 defense of firmly cherished values, as by the
 maquis against the Germans during World
 XWar II; and (d) relations with various branches
 of the bureaucracy, in which "contacts" are
 used pragmatically, but stopping short of
 bribery and corruption, in order to round out
 the square compartments of regulated existence
 into which the administration would like to fit
 the village and its citizens. In the case of the
 school issue (f), internal consensus generated
 by the mayor was applied to the national politi-
 cal process at those points where it was most
 likely to bring, and did bring, the desired re-
 sults. Relations with other hunt clubs (j) and
 many other issues of "external relations"-
 transportation and communication, conscrip-
 tion, social security, etc.-also play a role,
 most of them arising near the central inteV-
 section.

 The difference between the two patterns
 again revolves around the higher and more
 centripetal incidence of issues in Peyrane.
 M~ontegrano's internal and external patterns
 differ, in that the former shows no serious
 ideologism, whereas the latter shows no serious
 legalism. As members of their subsystem, the
 Montegranesi are not aware of any constitu-
 tional problems arising out of their relations
 with the Italian State. Consensus on procedures
 is strong, not because of general familiarity
 with them, but because the possibility of
 adapting them to changed needs does not occur
 to anyone. This strength of consensus, in turn,

 has the result of letting potential leaders of
 substantive reforms--like Montegrano's
 equivalent of Peyrane's school improvement
 movement-perceive their roles in a very
 stagnant, legalistic way: only men in official
 positions have the right to approach the prefect
 with such proposals, but they are unlikely to
 do so, because their official role calls for com-
 pliance with administrative instructions. Once
 more, Montegrano's underdevelopment is
 mainly procedural. New problems are not
 recognized in it, only for it by the outside
 administration, which then formulates and
 deliberates and, if things ever get that far,
 resolves issues for Montegrano. In Peyrane, by
 contrast, this process is operated by the local
 people themselves, or as part of the national
 policy flow with their participation. It is true
 that problems that have gone through the
 whole political process in Peyrane are not
 necessarily solved in the end: by the time The
 Village in the Vaucluse was published, the
 promised school had not yet been built. How-
 ever, in terms of our criteria, non-solution of an
 otherwise fully processed problem has to be
 considered more successful than solution of a
 problem handled entirely by administrators
 who are not members of the community. The
 supreme value is balanced participation in
 politics itself: man is a political being.28

 How can these differences be explained? We
 have already rejected an economic explanation
 in favor of a procedural one, by making the
 comparison with the African community. Ban-
 field mentions an historical factor, the late and
 incomplete abolition of feudalism in southern
 Italy, by contrast with northern Italy and
 France. Since the Revolution, the peasants of
 the Vaucluse have owned their land and have
 been individually responsible for their own and
 their families' welfare. They have not been
 dependent upon resident or non-resident land-

 28 How much this approach owes to Aristotle
 should by now be evident.
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 lords. Their community has been much more
 egalitarian. Peyrane lacks the equivalent of
 Montegrano's "upper-class circle," between
 whose members and the rest of the village there
 is very little community feeling. Individual
 economic responsibility has combined with
 egalitarianism to reduce fatalism in Peyrane.
 Small children, both before and in school, are
 brought up according to very regular rules,
 while they are raised capriciously in Monte-
 grano. This could be explained by reference to

 "family values," but the overwhelming bias of
 the social sciences in favor of such sociological
 explanations warrants at least exploration of
 the reverse. According to this comparison, the
 much more pragmatic, erratic, capricious, and
 incomprehensible operation of Italian politics
 may have contributed to equally deficient
 child-raising habits, rather than the reverse.
 The Third Republic and the Italian Monarchy
 were contemporaries, but France did not have

 an equivalent of trasformismo in its worst form.
 French deputies had to "produce" for their
 constituents to get re-elected and-at least as
 important-the parliamentary system enabled
 them to produce. For purposes of the present
 illustration, we cannot pursue this question
 any further, but it seems something other than
 a chicken-or-egg question.

 Sources of political, but not only of political,
 authority in Peyrane are procedural, in Mon-
 tegrano substantive. School children in Peyrane
 value honesty and non-violence most highly,
 whereas (though Banfield did not inquire into
 this) they probably value such qualities as
 physical strength, good looks, and substantive
 learning most highly in Montegrano. Banfield
 agrees with this estimate when he suggests that
 "Perhaps the best starting place [for reform]
 would be the organization of village soccer
 teams."29 In Peyrane, boules is the favorite
 sport, with very complicated rules, about which
 people argue a great deal. Of course, boules is
 not cricket, but it is better than nothing and
 has been played for many generations in the
 Vaucluse. In any case, the problem of reform
 initiated from the outside does not arise for
 Peyrane. Its citizens are in comparatively
 sound situations of responsibility, in their own
 view. And if we or other outsiders were to
 advance proposals for the reform of the political
 system, the proposals would be torn up-as was
 the telegram sent to the local communist head
 of the maquis by the departmental "purge
 chief" upon the Liberation of the Vaucluse,
 with the words, "Nous reglons nos affaires en

 29 Banfield, op, cit., p. 173.

 famille!"30 Regler means "to rule" in the pro-
 cedural sense.

 France and Great Britain. The relative failure
 of French politics is often explained with refer-
 ence to France's lack of consensus, and the
 success of British politics in terms of "agree-
 ment on fundamentals." We can compare pres-
 ent consensus in the two countries by showing
 the close clustering of major British issues
 around the central intersection, and the cen-
 trifugal scattering of French issues which shows
 up strongly in the direction of violence and
 ideologism. If our mind will come to rest in the
 England of Henry VIII, we can begin an ex-
 planation with his success in making the single
 problem of relations with Rome the dominant
 issue of his reign, and in solving this problem in
 an effective manner. Formulation and solution
 were of greatest concern in this period.
 Next, in the seventeenth century, this previous
 success in solving the religious problem facili-
 tated the processing of another single problem,
 the overwhelming importance of which was
 generally recognized, namely, the problem of
 the constitution. It was solved with the help of
 ideological commitment (even though new
 issues about the already "solved" religious
 problem were raised) and the use of organized
 force in the Civil Wars. After the Glorious
 Revolution, sufficient constitutional consensus
 had been built up to enable the British to be
 first in recognizing the possibilities of the
 Industrial Revolution, another problem of
 single undiluted impact upon the system, and
 to solve the contemporary manifestations of
 this problem.

 In the French case, the religious, constitu-
 tional, and industrial revolutions, each ac-
 corded priority by different subsystems, made
 a simultaneous impact, and violence was
 used not only to attempt resolution of each
 issue, but also to resolve the issue of priority
 among them. As a result, the use of violence
 itself became an issue. Much less constitutional
 consensus than in Britain was built up, none of
 the problems was solved effectively, and the
 issues down to this day continue to arise at the
 extremes. French politicians more often enjoy
 authority from identification with the sub-
 stantive goals of the groups they lead, than
 from identification with parliamentary pro-
 cedures, at least by comparison with British
 politicians. The same difference is echoed in
 former colonies of these two powers.3'

 The Soviet Union. This approach can be used
 to compare different periods of one political

 30 Wylie, op. cit., p. 210.
 31 See Politics in Africa, p. 143.
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 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

 FIGURE 18. Styles in successive periods of the Soviet system.

 system and thereby to help explain its develop-
 ment. Since the Bolshevik Party "became the
 State," we have to start this sketch with Lenin
 before the Revolution (1), when he had nothing
 but ideological commitment. (Figure 18) Next
 'comes the Revolution,' in which violence was
 used ruthlessly and ideological principle some-
 times sacrificed for pragmatic considerations
 (2). During the N.E.P. period, Soviet style
 turned more pragmatic, still less ideological, and
 somewhat less violent (3). Under Stalin, it was
 pragmatically violent (4). Since his death,
 Soviet internal politics has become less violent,
 somewhat more ideological but also more pur-
 posive, and slightly "legal" without becoming
 excessively legalistic (5). Issues in Soviet do-
 mestic policies-both publicized and, more im-
 portant, behind the scenes-seem to be cluster-
 ing closer around the central intersection than
 ever before, though still not as closely as in
 constitutional systems.

 There is no element of determinism in this
 account. Lenin was initially ideological because
 of his exclusion and self-exclusion from "legit-
 imate" Russian politics. In the Revolution,
 power and other resources were harnessed to
 the ideologically defined goals in order to solve
 the ideologically defined problems. Because of
 changes in the environment of the revolution-
 aries, they also began to show a degree of
 flexibility, especially with regard to economic
 aspects of their problems. In the next phase of
 development, they could have turned toward
 legalism, as colonial independence movements
 sometimes do at a parallel stage of develop-
 ment, especially if they base their claim to
 independence on treaty obligations of the
 colonial power or on their "rights" under con-
 stitutional documents like the United Nations
 Charter. The Soviets did not turn toward
 legalism partly as a consequence of the Marxist
 rejection of the state. Similarly, Marxist pre-
 occupation with substantive economic prob-
 lems led to the increased pragmatism of the
 N.E.P. period. Development in the last two
 phases (until the present) suggests-as would
 comparison with other totalitarian systems-
 that there are no "inherent laws" of totalitar-
 ian development. More important, phases (2)

 to (5) illustrate the variety of totalitarianism
 that is logically and practically possible. An
 understanding of this variety may be of use in
 preventing the rise of and combatting totalitar-
 ianism.

 Sources of authority have also been subject
 to change in Soviet history. At first, theoretical
 brilliance or orthodoxy were the most impor-
 tant sources. Revolutionary achievement fol-
 lowed. Both are substantive sources, the former
 being goal-oriented, the latter problem-
 oriented. During the N.E.P. period, managerial
 skills, partly procedural, began to be recog-
 nized for the first time, and they have in-
 creased in importance in the post-Stalin decade.
 Meanwhile, however, substantive sources con-
 tinue to predominate for men in the top
 positions: identification with the Revolution or
 with its major figures, demonstrated ability in
 manipulating the machinery of power or
 propaganda, "production victories," and the
 like. But one can anticipate that, when the
 revolutionary generation has died, one of the
 hitherto most important sources of authority
 will dry up, and more procedural trends may
 develop.

 World Politics. Since the most important
 phases of international politics are being con-
 ducted increasingly by the leaders of staes
 instead of professional diplomats and military
 officers as formerly, these leaders' sources of
 authority and the style of their political sys-
 tems are of some interest. (442-465) Despite
 poorer communications, international relations
 until World War 1 had a more unified style than
 they have today. Diplomats and military who,
 respectively, performed most of the delibera-
 tion and resolution, operated within a fairly
 strong consensus on the rules of diplomacy and
 warfare. Today, though improved communica-
 tions are centralizing deliberation, and even
 the formulation of issues, in the global political
 process, such consensus is lacking. The sources
 of authority, for example, of the current candi-
 dates for participation in a summit meeting
 vary widely. A summit meeting, once it reaches
 agreement on its agenda (formulation of
 issues), would presumably conduct deliberation
 in hopes of reaching resolution or, at least,
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 subversion
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 Pre-World War I Cold War

 FIGURE 19. Imbalance in the international system, old and new.

 agreement on the postponement of resolution
 for issues that, for the time being, can be settled
 only violently. But of the four participants,
 only Macmillan and Kennedy have procedural
 sources of authority and much experience with
 deliberation conducted according to clearly
 understood rules. General De Gaulle's military
 career and his achievements as leader of the
 Free French and founder of the Fifth Republic
 endow him with quite a different type of
 authority, somewhat closer to that held by
 President Eisenhower at the time of his first
 summit conference. Khrushchev's sources of
 authority have just been adumbrated. Deliber-
 ation of world political issues has the disadvan-
 tages of an unbalanced system, already men-
 tioned earlier. It also changes the types of
 issues that are generated for world politics.
 Under traditional diplomacy, typical issues
 related to legal and power problems. Flexibility
 was the most persistent goal. Today, cultural
 and economic problems, or the cultural and
 economic aspects of legal and power problems,
 are more often introduced into the international
 flow of policy. Stability is the most persistent
 goal. (Figure 19) This has a feedback effect by
 increasing the proportion of ideologically and
 pragmatically inclined participants in world
 politics, e.g., in the case of the United States
 the U.S.I.A. and the C.I.A. Ideologism and
 pragmatism have been described as true op-
 posites, as have legalism and violence. This
 means that they cannot "co-exist" in a system
 at any one time. This fits the international
 system, in which one political style is usually
 succeeded by its opposite. While von Clause-
 witz's dictum was still valid, war was the con-
 tinuation of diplomacy by other means. Today,
 subversion and guerrilla warfare are the con-
 tinuation of propaganda by other means. Per-
 haps this is the crucial difference between old
 fashioned international relations and the Cold
 War.

 The importance of propaganda and the pos-
 sibilities presented by world-wide communica-
 tions suggest another use to which this ap-
 proach might be put. An understanding of the
 style of a political system and its subsystems in
 terms of the categories suggested here can be

 of help in deciding how to "pitch" one's
 appeal or what sort of "image" to present.
 Specialists in public relations have, of course,
 been doing that for decades, in terms of their
 own categories, and the great propaganda
 agencies are doing it today. Skillful politicians
 of all ages have accomplished the same thing
 more or less intuitively. Most opinion polls or
 attitude surveys concentrate upon the sub-
 stance of their subjects' feelings, and this
 substance has been known to change even more
 rapidly and more radically than the issues
 themselves. By getting an accurate picture of
 the style of politics along lines suggested here,
 on the other hand, one should be able to get at
 the more enduring patterns of attitudes and
 behavior, because this approach focuses on the
 manner in which people are likely to process
 whatever problems come their way, rather than
 on specific reactions to the substance of par-
 ticular problems. This should be of some use in
 world politics, too, because of the quick succes-
 sion of vast changes in the problems that make
 up its raw material.

 This instability and the fluctuating, over-
 lapping, intermeshing, clashing, simultane-
 ously centralizing and fragmenting, expanding
 and contracting character of world politics
 points to one final advantage of the method
 that has been tentatively put forward in this
 paper. In the beginning (note 6), a warning was
 issued-in what may have seemed a rather
 cavalier fashion-against confusing "stability"
 with "boundary maintenance." Whether this
 latter function was transferred to politics from
 biology or physics, in conventional sovereign
 nation states boundary maintenance is taken
 care of by the military together with customs
 and immigration police. But students of
 politics are no longer concerned primarily with
 this unit of politics. Political science is con-
 cerned with politics at all levels, in all kinds of
 communities. Today, and in the immediate
 future, its attention will be drawn especially to
 politics in the global community of mankind, in
 and for which a political system is slowly being
 built up. And the boundaries for that political
 system do not have to be maintained, they only
 have to be grown into.
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